Post Show Report

AI EXPO 2017 concluded with unbelievable success!
From June 28 to 30, 2017, AI EXPO 2017 http://www.ai-expo.jp/en/ was held at Tokyo Big
Sight, Japan. Even though AI EXPO was launched for the first time, it gathered 147 exhibitors,
41,677 visitors from 28 counties/regions, 6,792 conference attendees and 397 press visitors.
Throughout the show period, the show was full with visitors and the atmosphere was very
busy and lively. The participants were conducting meetings and networked one another.
AI EXPO made a start to become one of the world’s leading AI trade shows.
In recent years, needs for the use of Artificial Intelligence is increasing in various industries.
With the background, Reed Exhibitions Japan launched this show. The show is Japan's first
trade show gathering research, applications, equipment and services related to AI. As the
AI market has been flourishing more and more, AI EXPO would draw much attention
around the world and become an ideal place for professionals involved in AI
technologies/services to interact one another.

Industry leaders spoke at Conference!
As the great opportunity to learn the latest technology and insight, the conference
attracted 6,792 attendees in total. Ms. Mayumi Miyasaka, Manager of Watson IBM Japan
described how IBM Watson contributed to create business advantages, along with
installation examples in various industry fields in Japan and abroad. Mr. Akira Sakakibara,
CTO of Microsoft Japan Co., Ltd. covered the latest trend on AI and their strategy
"Democratizing AI" to make AI available and beneficial for every person and every
organization, every developer.

Next Year’s AI EXPO
AI EXPO is planned to be powered up and return at the next April. The next edition
would be three times larger of 2017 edition. Do not miss that!

Dates: April 4 (Wed) – 6 (Fri) ,2018
Venue: Tokyo Big Sight, Japan Organised by: Reed Exhibitions Japan Ltd.
Concurrent show of AI EXPO 2018:
6th Video & CG Production Expo <CREATIVE JAPAN>
2nd Graphic Design Expo
7th Creators' Expo
6th Content Distribution & Management Expo
4th Advanced Digital Technology Expo
4th Content Marketing Expo
8th LICENSING JAPAN
Based upon the positive feedbacks from exhibitors, most of the exhibitors have already
booked their spaces for the next editions during the show period and new applications
were also made by new faces. Therefore, even though the size of the show would be
three times larger of previous edition, the entire AI EXPO is expected to be sold out at an
early stage. For those who are considering exhibiting at the next show, immediate booth
reservation is highly encouraged to secure the limited exhibit spaces in time. If you are
interested in exhibiting, please contact Show Management .
For further information, visit the official show website http://www.ai-expo.jp/en/
or contact Show Management.
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